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Abstract: Engineering Drawing and CAD is a compulsory course for engineering 

students of non-mechanical specialty. Based on the current situation of classroom 

teaching and the learning characteristics of contemporary college students, this paper 

makes a thorough study on the teaching of the couse of Engineering Drawing and 

CAD. For engineering students of non-mechanical specialty, the research results of 

this paper have a comparative reference significance and practical significance for the 

teaching of the couse of Engineering Drawing and CAD. 
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1. Introduction 

Engineering Drawing and CAD is a compulsory course for engineering students of non-

mechanical specialty, the evaluation of its difficulty is different. According to teaching 

reform and practice and building high-quality course [1], some people with good 

spatial imagination think that this course is very easy, another people who think about 

space are too abstract, which takes a lot of time to learn. There are still some people 

with poor spatial imagination who find it difficult to learn. Engineering drawing is an 

important skill for many engineering  projects[2]. Around the teaching of the couse of 

Engineering Drawing and CAD, I found some problems. How can we learn the lesson 

well for people who are generally not good at spatial imagination? Can we adapt to 

the trend of "Internet +"? Can digitalization be used to promote teaching? How can 

we teach the course well? Next we will discuss the topic from the following aspects. 
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2. The present situation of classroom teaching of Engineering Drawing 

and CAD 

In recent years, instruction hours of engineering drawing course have been 

substantially reduced due to the continuous emergence of new technologies [3]. At 

present, the Course of Engineering Drawing and CAD for Non-mechanical Engineering 

Speciality has 32 hours in theory and 16 hours in CAD. In the 32 academic hours of 

theory, it is very difficult to learn the basic knowledge of drawing and to read and draw 

correctly, so it is necessary to design the class carefully.At present, most of the 

teaching methods of Engineering Drawing and CAD are still traditional and inflexible. 

Teachers'explanations are the main ones. They teach theory mainly through simple 

solid models (such as prism, cylinder, pyramid, cone, etc.), PPT or animation. Students 

participate less, and it is difficult to arouse their enthusiasm for learning and initiative. 

For complex parts or combinations, there is no teaching aids model, simple theoretical 

analysis and explanation can not meet the learning requirements of most modern 

college students, and can not guide those students with poor spatial imagination, so 

that they can not quickly associate three-dimensional models from three views. 

 

3. learning characteristics of Modern College Students 

Modern college students are quick-thinking, can analyze problems more 

comprehensively, are easy to accept new knowledge, new ideas, not superstitious 

authority, dare to put forward their own original ideas, dare to explore and innovate; 

they pay close attention to social changes and the development of science and 

technology, and show great interest in advanced technology and knowledge. They 

have a unique intuition and keen, a strong desire for knowledge and a strong learning 

ability, they can use a variety of means, including a variety of ways to acquire new 

knowledge. 

However, as educators, we can also find that modern college students are tempted 

too much, they lack of sustainability in learning. Like three-dimensional video, do not 

like two-dimensional text, like to watch mobile phones, do not like to read, like direct 

participation, do not like passive visits, etc. 

 

4. Research on the classroom teaching of Engineering Drawing and 

CAD 

The method of university education is to guide, and to formulate corresponding 

teaching methods according to students'learning characteristics, so that students are 

willing to learn, and then want to learn. 

In view of the learning characteristics of modern college students, the front-line 

educators should always pay attention to the forefront of this course, be good at 
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discovering the application of advanced technology and in daily life, be good at using 

new knowledge and methods to teach, and be good at using mobile video and network 

to teach. 

We must retain the essence of traditional teaching methods, remove or add new ways. 

1) Blackboard Books have a long history, and then gradually replaced by multimedia, 

but did not quit the historical stage, because it has many advantages that multimedia 

does not have. 

If all the contents of a lesson, including topics, materials, structures and so on, are 

presented by the courseware, then some important and difficult contents, logical levels 

and context system in teaching will give students short sensory stimulation time, and 

it is difficult to produce a more lasting intuitive effect, while the blackboard outline, 

key and difficult points at a glance. However, clear veins and long retention time can 

help students understand and remember. 

Besides, teachers' blackboard writing has strong demonstration and guidance. For the 

course of Engineering Drawing and CAD, blackboard can be used not only for outline 

of blackboard writing, but also for drawing. With appropriate drawing lines and the 

correct drawing steps, the blackboard demonstration drawing, which contains solid 

basic skills and a serious attitude to class, can education and guide students to write 

more by the teacher’s personal demonstration . 

2) Multimedia teaching can expand the information capacity, reduce the repetitive 

workload of teachers, and visualize the abstract knowledge, such as the expansion of 

the three-projection plane system. Because of the intuitiveness of multimedia, sound 

maps, can attract the attention of students, but it is easy to make students think 

inactive, like watching a movie, passive acceptance. In addition, the key and difficult 

points and venation system are not clear, the residence time is relatively short, not 

conducive to the digestion of the current class. 

3) CAD demonstrate. The CAD practice on the course with 16 hours. In order to enable 

students to better grasp the method of CAD drawing, but also to improve the utilization 

of the classroom, the after-class exercises shloud be learned by using CAD 

demonstration. For the topic of the after-class exercises, we can draw it by CAD in 

advance, or let the students draw it when they practice on the computer. In this way, 

we can directly carry out the solution demonstration in the theoretical classroom 

teaching, which not only saves the time and labor, but also exercises the students.  

4) Each school's drawing teaching and research room has a set of teaching aids 

physical model, although its structure is simple, but it can also give students a good 

visual, tactile experience, which is useful of conduciving the students'multi-sensory 

learning, and applicable to and meet the teaching needs of the basic teaching part. 

But for the combination, the physical model is very limited, and can not meet the 
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needs of more practice. 

5) 3-D software graphics shows that the past drawing courses can only be described 

by hand and verbally, lacking entity or similar body, which makes it difficult for students 

to imagine space, and is not conducive to students'understanding, so the effect is poor. 

With the development of computer technology, the emergence of 3D drawing software 

has solved the above problems well. In the combination part, the teacher can draw 

the solid model of the problem with 3D solid software in advance, and show it to the 

students in the process of explanation. But the existence or absence of individual lines 

in a 3D solid model, as shown in Fig. 1, is sometimes controversial for students. 

 

Fig. 1. 3D solid model 

6) 3D printing model display. 3D printing technology is a digital model based on the 

use of special materials through layer-by-layer printing to construct objects. It can 

quickly, directly and accurately transform the three-dimensional model design into a 

physical model, and the volume can be controlled, easy to carry. Teachers can design 

and print their own teaching molds according to their own teaching needs. Students 

can also participate in the production of teaching aids and print their own works 

according to their own interests and development, so as to increase their practical 

ability and enhance the enthusiasm of non-mechanical majors in learning this course. 

It is also convenient for teachers to teach and te students to learn. 

7) Short video teaching. According to the characteristics of modern college students 

who like to watch videos and mobile phones, teachers can record the important 

knowledge points into short videos in advance, the length of each video is not more 

than 10 minutes. It not only increases students' interest in learning, but also 

encourages students to take an active part in video production. The drawback is that 

it costs teachers too much time. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In the classroom teaching of Engineering Drawing and CAD, each teaching method 
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has its advantages and disadvantages, which can complement each other. The 

demonstration of blackboard writing lays stress on the construction of context system 

and education to guide students to form good drawing habits; multimedia teaching 

lays stress on expanding information capacity; CAD illustration model is often used in 

exercises; physical display is mainly used in the teaching of basic body chapters; 3D 

software drawing display and 3D printing model display are mainly used in the 

teaching of combination.  For the Short video teaching which is time-consuming, 

several teachers can be divided into production. It can be used for pre-class preview, 

can also be inserted in the teaching needs of the place. It is not easy to have a good 

lesson. We need to design the lesson ahead of time, choose the teaching method 

according to the needs, adjust our teaching according to the absorption of the students 

in the classroom, do a good job of teaching reflection, summarize the effect of each 

lesson, and constantly improve and adjust. Only in this way can we teach the lesson 

well and be a good teacher. 
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